We demonstrate the application of recent advances in statistical mechanics to a real-world problem in telecommunication engineering: the assessment of the quality of a communication channel in terms of rare and extreme events. In particular, we discuss non-Markovian models for telecommunication traffic in continuous time and deploy the "cloning" procedure of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics to efficiently compute their effective bandwidths. The cloning method allows us to evaluate the performance of a traffic protocol even in the absence of analytical results, which are often hard to obtain when the dynamics are non-Markovian.
Natural systems made of many coupled components, ranging from ideal gases to living organisms and their communities, have long been of interest to scientists. Recently, by contrast, some of the most studied complex systems have been man-made, for instance telecommunication networks, transport infrastructures, and financial markets. The methods used to approach these technological systems are similar to those used in natural sciences. Indeed, at a sensible level of detail, the system properties * m.cavallaro@warwick.ac.uk † rosemary.harris@qmul.ac.uk appear as random variables, and the scientific effort is directed towards the quantification of such randomness, as well as of its effects. More specifically, in telecommunication engineering, we are interested in relating the elementary ("microscopic") description of a telecommunication network in terms of packets and servers, to a perceivable ("macroscopic") quantity, such as the service that is effectively available to the final user. Such a programme looks very similar to the one that led to the the development of statistical mechanics, where macroscopic observables (such as density and energy) are defined based on microscopic modelling. Studies comparing communication networks and many-body physical systems are well-represented in the literature [10, 14, 15] and it is now well understood that the analogies are based on the underlying mathematics of stochastic processes and large deviation theory [49] . This paper is built around the less well-known notion of effective bandwidth (EB), which has been introduced to weight the effects of large deviation events in resource allocation [32] . It is worth noting that the efficient numerical evaluation of rare events is central within such a context, as in the real world a suitable amount of resources must be allocated even in the absence of analytical solutions for the probability of potentially disruptive rare events [9, 26, 43] . To do so, we choose a tool from non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, viz., the "cloning" method [23] . We are here particularly interested in systems with non-Markovian dynamics (relevant to real-world applications as well as statistical mechanics advances) and so we exploit a recent implementation of cloning for non-Markovian processes [7] .
The text is organised as follows. In section II some basic concepts from queuing theory are introduced to set the stage for the following sections. In section III we present, motivate, and review the notion of EB, which is connected to a large deviation analysis of the net load. In sections IV, V, and VI we analyse Markovian and nonMarkovian models of packet traffic modulated by an underlying stochastic process. The cloning method is used to numerically compute their EBs. In particular, we show that the EB can be adjusted by tuning the traffic pa-rameters, whilst maintaining a fixed mean traffic rate. This effect is probed numerically for the case of a nonMarkovian two-phase process, where we observe that the EB increases as the dispersion of the phase lengths increases. We conclude with a discussion in section VII.
II. NET LOAD, BANDWIDTH, AND THEIR BOUNDS
In a queuing network, we have a collection of servers that exchange packets or customers. When a collection of packets leaves a server to reach another one, we say that a communication channel has been established between the two servers. In such a channel, we denote the random amount of work brought by customers passing through the channel during the interval [0, t) as X(t). This can be described as the integral over [0, t) of a process x(t), which can be a "point" process (thought of as a series of random events describing customers -or particles -feeding one of the servers), or a "fluid"/"piece-wise deterministic" process (supplied continuously and deterministically between random times). We will not deal with a third possibility where the instantaneous work is supplied continuously and stochastically; however many considerations in this paper arguably apply also to such a case. Similarly, we consider the amount of work Y (t) that the receiving server is able to perform during the same amount of time, which is the integral over [0, t) of another point or fluid process y(t). It is of central importance here that X(t) and Y (t) are assumed to be time-extensive, so that they play the role of currents in standard interacting particle systems [10] . Indeed, such a setting is quite general. For example, in the context of economics, X(t) and Y (t) can describe the total production and demand, respectively. It is also convenient to introduce the quantity W (t) = X(t) − Y (t), which we refer to as the net load, and its derivative w(t). Figure 1 (left panels) shows an example of such a setting when both X(t) and Y (t) are point processes. In this case, W (t) has increments at the instants (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ), with 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ . . . ≤ t n < t, when discrete arrival or service events occur. If x(t) or y(t) is fluid, then W (t) increases or decreases deterministically between the random times (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ). This is illustrated in figure 1 (right panels). Obviously, it is possible to combine fluid and point processes.
In all the previous cases, the arrival, the service, and the net load can be regarded as driven by an underlying random process, which influences or modulates their evolution in a point-wise or piecewise-deterministic fashion. Conversely, the load itself has no influence on the modulating random process. More specifically, in a point process, increments occur at the random times t i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and their frequency and magnitude θ ti can be thought of as being dictated by the modulating random process. On the other hand, in a fluid process, the t i s correspond to the transition times of the underlying process and at the end of an interval between two consecutive transition times t i and t i+1 the net load has increased by an amount θ ti (t i+1 − t i ). To maintain generality, we refer to both types of increments as Θ i .
We require that the limitsx = lim t→∞ X(t)/t and y = lim t→∞ Y (t)/t exist, and we refer to the condition x <ȳ as stability, which implies that W (t)/t concentrates around a negative valuew =x −ȳ as t → ∞. However, the service cannot be stored, and it is possible that at any time there is a certain amount of work waiting to be done. This loosely defines a non-negative random process that is referred to as the queue length and is denoted by Q(t). Its dynamics are as follows. For a point process W (t), the work to be done at time t n is the sum of the length of the queue at the previous event instant t n−1 and the net-load increment W (t n ) − W (t n−1 ) during the same interval; however, when W (t n ) − W (t n−1 ) + Q(t n−1 ) < 0, the work surplus is wasted, yielding a zero queue length (instead of a negative one). This can all be expressed compactly in the recursive relation
In the fluid case the queue dynamics is more subtle, but can be compactly described as
if the queue is empty at t = 0, see, e.g., reference [33] . In this paper, we focus on net-load statistics but will also discuss queue length statistics. A convenient simplification consists of assuming deterministic service. When the service is continuously and deterministically provided at constant rate c, the service offered during the time interval [0, t) is ct, and the netload process is
In telecommunications, the quantity c is the data transfer rate of the communication channel, which we refer to as the bandwidth, and is a quantity that can typically be controlled by the service provider. In more general terms, c is a reference deterministic rate at which a service can be provided. In the following, unless explicitly stated, we will deal with the EB of an arrival process X(t) which feeds a net load of the form (3). However, the only condition required for the EB analysis of X(t) is its extensivity, hence it is possible to perform a similar treatment for any observable, as long as it is time-extensive, regardless whether it is meant to describe the arrival, the service or the net load. A very loose bound theorem on a generic random variable X that takes non-negative values with density function f (u) can be derived from the knowledge of its expectation value, i.e., Left and right panels show example settings for point and fluid net loads, respectively. a) x(t) and y(t) represent discrete arrival and attempted service events, respectively. b) Both request x(t) and service y(t) are carried out continuously in time. The supply laws change at random time points, but are deterministic otherwise. c) and d) X(t) is the total amount of work (e.g., customers to be served) requested during the interval [0, t), while Y (t) is the service that can be provided during the same amount of time. e) and f) Net-load processes W (t) = X(t) − Y (t).
for x ≥ 0. This can be rewritten more conveniently as
where the angled brackets denote the average over the possible realisations of X. A more general version of the bound (4) valid for non-negative and non-decreasing functions h of X, which can now have negative support, is called the Markov inequality and reads,
We now consider the function h(x) = e sx for s > 0 and use it in equation (6) to obtain
This inequality, well known in the probability community, is referred to as the Chernoff bound [46] . In the next section we will use the Chernoff bound to compare request and service in a communication channel after introducing the notion of EB.
III. EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH

A. Finite time
We define the finite-time EB function Λ(s, t) of a process X(t) of duration t, which describes a time-extensive observable, as the functional
where the angled-bracket notation here represents the average over histories of the process, which are also referred to as trajectories. Following references [32, 33] , we assume that a number n of sources contributes to an arrival process X(t), i.e.,
According to the Chernoff bound (7), the probability that the service request overflows the capacity satisfies
for all s > 0. In this context, it is possible to introduce the notion of quality of service (for which the abbreviation QoS is commonly used in engineering) in rigorous terms: for a given positive γ, we say that QoS is guaranteed if the condition
is satisfied. For practical purposes, it is convenient to work with a stronger condition, i.e.,
which is sufficient for equation (11) to hold. This means that if ln e sX(t) − sct is less than −γ for some s > 0, then the promise of QoS to the user is honoured. We are now in the position to decide whether the server can accept another service request X n+1 (t), from a source independent of X(t), without violating the condition (11) . The criterion is that the new request X n+1 (t) is accepted if there is at least one value s > 0 such that ln e sX(t) + ln e sXn+1(t) − sct ≤ −γ.
Dividing the inequality (13) by st yields ln e
which shows that the EBs naturally compare to the true bandwidth c. For given values of γ and s, the smaller the EB of a packet traffic model is, the lesser the impact on the available resources will be. A simple example where X i (t) are Poisson processes with rates λ i , i = 1, . . . , n + 1 is shown in figure 2 , where it is easy to check whether the arrival process X n+1 (t) can be accepted, armed with the knowledge that the cumulant generating function for X i (t) is λ i t(e s − 1). In short, we can now decide whether establishing a new connection can affect the promised QoS for a given time by computing the finite-time EB functions of the incoming traffic sources [33] . Clearly, finite-time EB functions can be also calculated for the net load and the available work. Considering the long-time limit of Λ(s, t) leads to natural connections to statistical mechanics and to the cloning algorithm developed in that field, as discussed in the following subsections. 
QoS control in finite time. X(t) and Xn+1(t) are Poisson processes of duration t with rates n i=1 λi = 0.09 and λn+1 = 0.05. The QoS is set at γ = −0.01 , the capacity is c = 0.23, and t = 1. As there are values of s such that the cumulant generating function of X(t) + Xn+1(t) is smaller than sct − γ, the condition (11) for X(t) + Xn+1(t) is satisfied and the new arrival Xn+1 can be accepted.
B. Asymptotic analysis
To study the long-time limit, we assume that the netload process satisfies a large deviation principle, loosely written in the form Prob{W (t) = wt} e −tê(w) (15) with rate functionê(w), where the symbol means logarithmic equality in the limit as t → ∞. The rate functionê(w) encodes for the fluctuations around the typical value w, which are of interest in resource allocation. As an aside, ifê(w) is convex, then the large deviation principle (15) implies Prob{W (t) > wt} e −tê(w) (16) for w > w, as the probability on the left-hand side is dominated by the slowest decaying contribution. The rate function can be obtained from the scaled cumulant generating function (SCGF)
when the latter is differentiable, by means of a LegendreFenchel (LF) transform
The inverse of equation (18) is also verified, i.e.,
as reviewed in reference [49] .
More care is needed when the SCGF is nondifferentiable. In fact, more generally, the LF transform of e W (s) yields the convex envelope ofê(w) which can contain linear sections corresponding to the nondifferentiable points of e W (s), interpreted as dynamical phase transitions [4] . In this paper, we will not deal with such circumstances.
Similarly to section III A, we now turn our attention to the event that the service request overflows the capacity. Specifically, we require that the net load exceeds a specified q > 0 at any finite time τ in (0, t]. To study this probability we can make the following heuristic argument based on the discrete-time analogue (see, e.g., reference [36] ).
First we note that to find the supremum of W (τ ) it suffices to consider only the transition times t i and the final time t. Hence we have the inequality (20) where p(t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ) is the joint probability density to have transitions at times t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n . We expect this inequality to become tighter for larger q where the probability of exceedance at more than one time becomes small. Now, since the net load typically decreases in time (becomes more negative) according to the stability condition of section II, the probability that W (t) exceeds q approaches zero as t → ∞. Indeed we anticipate that the most likely time for exceedance scales with q. For large q and t this suggests using (16) to approxi-
q/t i . The right-hand side of (20) is then dominated by the smallest exponent inf w≥q/tê (w)/w where the condition w ≥ q/t follows from t i ≤ t. For t q, this infimum occurs at a t-independent value arg infê(w)/w = q/τ * , consistent with our intuition that the most significant contribution to the probability (20) comes from a time which scales with q.
Putting everything together, we obtain
which expresses an important asymptotic result 1 for t → ∞ and q → ∞, with q/t → 0. The exponent δ is the largest number s such that s −ê(w)/w ≤ 0 for all w ≥ 0, or the largest number s such that e W (s) is non-positive, using equation (19) . Hence, the inequality
is satisfied. It is worth noting that the same arguments can be applied to study the asymptotic probability that the queue occupation Q(t) (rather than the net load) overflows q, which is obviously more interesting for applications. In fact, from equation (2), we get (23) which, by the same heuristic argument used to obtain equations (20) and (21), gives
As in section III A, we focus on net loads of the form (3), whose exponent δ is given by
with the assumption that the stability conditionx < c is satisfied. The functional
represents the observable to be compared against the true capacity c and is referred to as the asymptotic EB function or simply EB function of the process X(t). Note, we use the notation δ(c) in equation (25) and elsewhere when we wish to emphasize dependence of the exponent on c. The definition (26) holds for generic extensive processes. However, here we are chiefly interested in the case where X(t) is the arrival process and cannot decrease in time. This implies that its rate function has non-negative support and the Legendre duality in turn implies that Λ(s) is a monotonic non-decreasing function of s.
As we did with equation (14), we can assess the impact of an incoming service request on the available resources by computing the residual Λ(s) − c. The stability condition ensures that, on average, all the incoming requests are served; i.e., equation (11) is satisfied in the long-time limit for all real γ. On the other hand, it is of little practical interest to consider the case where c is larger than the peak arrival rate, as this would ensure an excellent QoS for all times, but at the cost of having unused resources for most of the time. To find a more refined bound, let us request that the probability decays faster than a certain reference law, i.e.,
The exponent ξ is a way of defining a target asymptotic QoS, and, obviously, the larger its value the better service the final user is provided with. Using the asymptotic relation (21) yields δ(c) > ξ, which implies
due to monotonicity. We also have that c = Λ(δ(c)), i.e., Λ and δ are inverse functions. This gives us the criterion
to assess if the capacity c is adequate to service the arrival process X(t), given a target value of ξ. It is worth noting that the notions that we have defined so far have glorious analogues in equilibrium statistical mechanics. Indeed, the latter is formulated in the limit as the system size approaches infinity with the total energy, which is extensive in the size, having the role of the net load, which is extensive in time. Analogues of ξ,ê W (w), and Λ(ξ) are the inverse temperature, the entropy, and the Helmholtz free energy, respectively. Similarly to the inverse temperature, we can control the value of the variable ξ, which represents the (rather arbitrary) target exponential tail of the probability in equation (27) and is positive. The EB can be thought of as a macroscopic quantity, which describes the resource available to the user and can be derived from the microscopic dynamics of X(t). Obviously, Λ(ξ) is additive in the number of service requests as we can obtain the EB of pooled independent processes by summing the individual EBs of each process. In fact, the focus on time-extensive observables suggests the exploitation of methods borrowed from non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, such as the so-called "cloning method" for the computation of Λ(s). This is the topic of the next subsection.
C. Monte Carlo evaluation
Computing large deviation functionals by means of Monte Carlo methods is hard, as time-intensive observables are doomed to converge to their typical values. An approach that prevents such a fate from happening in simulations is the "cloning method" [24] . This enables a desired functional to be evaluated directly by propagating an ensemble of trajectories in time and cloning/pruning such trajectories appropriately. The cloning method has deep roots in mathematical physics [39] and can be thought of as a sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) strategy, also sometimes referred to as sequential importance resampling (SIR) [17] , tailored to sample large deviation events. While SMC is typically presented in a discrete-time setting (but see [20] for rigorous details on SMC in continuous time), the cloning method has been extensively used for continuous-time Markov processes, as proposed in [35] . For the present EB formalism it is convenient to adapt the procedure of reference [7] , which also includes the case of nonMarkovian continuous-time processes. Central to this procedure is to define and simulate the time τ between two consecutive random events occurring at t n and t n+1 and the corresponding increment Θ n in the value of the driven observable, as defined for n = 1, 2, . . . in section II; this can be easily done for both fluid and point processes. The algorithm consists of the following steps: 1) Set up an ensemble of N clones, each with a time variable t, a random configuration x 0 , and a counter n = 0. Set a variable C to zero. For each clone, simulate the time τ until the next event and set t to τ . Then, choose the clone with the smallest value of t.
2) For the chosen clone increase the observable by an amount Θ n and update n to n + 1.
3) Increment the value of t for the chosen clone to t+τ , where τ is the waiting time for the clone until the next event, i.e., until t n+1 . 2) If y > 0, produce y copies of the current clone. Then, prune a number y of elements, uniformly chosen among the existing N + y.
5) Increment
Choose the clone with the smallest t, and repeat from 2) until t for the chosen clone reaches the desired simulation time T .
The EB is finally recovered as C/(sT ) for large T . This prescription can suffer from finite-ensemble error if any of the numbers sΘ n is large enough for a single clone to replace a conspicuous fraction of the existing ensemble elements. Such an effect can be alleviated by choosing large N [5, 8, 30] . In the next sections we will consider selected Markovian and non-Markovian processes (fluid processes in section IV and point processes in sections V and VI) and demonstrate that the cloning method reproduces exact analytical solutions within numerical accuracy and thus can be reliably used as an automated way to compute the EB.
IV. FLUID PROCESS
Introducing the EB in the previous section involved us defining a service that is provided at a constant deterministic rate c. This leads us to the notion of a fluid process, which describes the continuous flow in or out of a source (or server) subjected to random periods of filling and emptying. The fluid process was arguably first introduced by P. A. P. Moran to describe the level of a dam, based on a discrete-time stochastic process [40] . Since then, continuous-time variants have also been analysed, with remarkably many contributions to modelling of high-speed data-networks, building on reference [2] .
We call an observable a Markov fluid if its time derivative is a function of a continuous-time Markov process. To illustrate this, we consider a server that can be in many states, and during the stay in each state releases a fluid with a certain deterministic rate. In such a model, deterministic and stochastic dynamics coexist, and the traffic generated can be thought of as a piece-wise continuous flow, in contrast with standard discrete-packet models. The flow intensity varies according to the state of an underlying continuous-time stochastic process with state space S and generator G. Each state i ∈ S corresponds to a different flow intensity b i . This generates a process which we refer to as B(t) and can generically represent an arrival, a service or a net-load process.
As an example of an arrival process we can combine a number |S| of identical sources, which can be active or inactive. In this case the configuration state of the underlying Markov chain has dimension |S|, each state corresponding to the number of active sources, with the total flow at its peak when all the sources are active [2] .
For a general fluid, the rates b i , i = 1, 2, . . . , |S| are organised into the matrix B = diag(b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b |S| ). If the underlying Markov chain has transitions at times t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , with 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ . . . ≤ t n ≤ t, the fluid process can be written as the continuous functional (30) where s simply maps the transition time to the underlying configuration immediately after it. We have chosen the symbol B in allusion to the "type B" observables defined in references [22, 31] . Similarly to such observables, each term of B(t) only depends on the configuration immediately after t i and the time increment t i+1 −t i (except for the last term which only contributes until t).
We now define a joint configuration-flow space and denote the probability of having a configuration i, at time t, with a value B for the observable B(t) as P i (B, t). This probability is propagated for a short time interval τ , up to the first order in τ , as (31) which yields, in the limit as τ → 0, the master equation
where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , |S| are generic configurations of the underlying Markov process and [G] ij is the generic entry of G. In matrix form we get
where |P (B, t) is the column vector with entries P 1 (B, t), P 2 (B, t), . . . , P S (B, t). In the limit as t approaches infinity, the observable B(t)/t concentrates around its typical valuē
where 1| is the row vector with all entries equal to one and |P * is the stationary distribution of the underlying Markov chain, i.e., the solution of G|P * = 0. Now, the full system can be diagonalised with respect to the subspace of the Bs by means of an integral transform, which yields the biased master equation
whereP i (t) = ∞ 0 dB e sB P i (B, t) and we assume that the boundary conditions are such that e sB P i (B, t)| ∞ 0 = 0; more care is needed when these boundary conditions are not satisfied, but cloning simulations confirm that the approach works well in practice. Equation (35) corresponds to the dynamics of a system that changes configuration according to G, whose weight evolves exponentially with rate sb i during the stay in state i, and feeds B(t) an amount b i τ after each visit to i of duration τ . In matrix form this is equivalent to
and has formal solution
The finite-time EB of a Markov fluid can be expressed as follows. The aim is to find Λ(s, t) = ln e sB(t) /(st), where the angled-bracket expectation value is obtained by averaging over both the configuration and flow space, i.e., e sB(t) = dB 1|e sB |P (B, t) .
Integrating over B component-wise and using equation (37) gives the form
which also shows that the EB can be obtained by propagating in time an initial state |P (0) . As a simple example, we focus now on a source modulated by a telegraph process, i.e., a two-state (1 and 2) continuous-time Markov process with generator
The service request is produced deterministically at rate b 1 or b 2 , when the configuration is 1 or 2, respectively, while the typical behaviour is given by
The biased master equation explicitly reads d dt
(42) Such a model can describe a source that is either in an idle state, i.e., transmitting only a few packets, or in a active state and transmitting at its peak rate. Further assuming that the observation starts in the stationary distribution
we can compute the finite-time EB function
(44) We now turn to consider the asymptotic properties of a stable net load, fed by a telegraph-modulated fluid source and serviced by a channel of constant capacity c. Such a system is described by a master equation equivalent to equation (32) , with the addition of a loss term c ∂P i (B, t)/∂B, which in matrix form reads
The observable B(t) now represents a net load of the form (3). Upon a bilateral integral transform, equation (45) can be written instead as
where the entries of |P (t) areP i (t) = ∞ −∞ dB e sB P i (B, t) and we now assume that the boundary conditions are such that e sB P i (B, t)| ∞ −∞ = 0. For the fluid modulated by a telegraph process it is straightforward to verify that the asymptotic EB function is given by which is the leading eigenvalue of the biased generator of equation (42), divided by s. In figure 3 it is shown that the cloning simulation result is consistent with the exact analytic solution, except for well documented finiteensemble errors [7, 30] at large positive values of s. Now, we are ready to tackle the problem of deciding whether, for this fluid traffic model, it is possible to guarantee a promised asymptotic QoS in the terms of inequality (27) with target ξ. The criterion (29) ensures that as long as the EB Λ(ξ) is smaller than c, the user receives service as agreed with the provider.
V. MARKOV MODULATED POISSON PROCESS
In this section, we consider sources modelled by Markov modulated Poisson processes (MMPPs), which can be thought of as the discrete counterparts of the fluid sources seen in the previous section. As in fluid processes, in MMPPs, the load is modulated by the generator G and its intensity is defined by the diagonal matrix B = diag(b 1 , . . . , b |S| ). When the Markov chain is in state i, with i = 1, . . . , |S|, events occur according to a pure birth process (Poisson process) with state space N 0 and rate b i . In fact, MMPPs and fluid processes share a number of additional features; for example, the parallelism between the concept of EB function for fluid processes and MMPPs is detailed in reference [18] . Similarly to fluid processes, MMPPs have been extensively used for telecommunication modelling [21] (see also the application in appendix A) but have also been exploited for biological modelling [16] . A further interesting remark is that, even if MMPPs are modulated by a Markovian stochastic generator, the sequence of arrival events is non-Markovian, hence this framework can be used, in general, to model events that occur with time-varying rates [21] . If increments occur at times t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , the count process can be written as the functional
where 1 x is the indicator function of x.
The master equation for the joint MMPP and its underlying Markov process is
where B is the number of birth events which have occurred by time t and i, j = 1, 2, . . . , |S| are generic configurations of the modulating Markov process. A matrix representation akin to equation (45) is
where |P (t) ∈ S ⊗ N 0 has elements P i,B (t), while a + and 1 are the creation and the identity operators, respectively, in N 0 . After a transform withP i (t) = B e sB P i,B (t) and suitable boundary conditions, equation (49) can be written as
In vector form we have
where |P (t) has entriesP 1 (t),P 2 (t), . . . ,P n (t). The finite-time EB function can be formally expressed as
which is an analogue of equation (39) .
As a simple toy model, we consider the Poisson process modulated by the telegraph process with generator (40) . Despite its simplicity, such a model captures the stochastic dynamics of gene expression when the gene is not self-regulated and switches between high and low activity phases, see, e.g., references [27, 34, 48] . Its EB function can be easily derived as
The random variable B(t)/t concentrates around the most probable value b given by equation (41) . It is also worth noting the similarity in the form of equation (54) with the fluid EB function of equation (47); indeed the two expressions are the same to first-order approximation in s. In figure 4 the MMPP EB function (solid line in the figure) is shown to be accurately reproduced by cloning simulations (dot markers). As a remark, in the modulated Poisson processes, there are several net-load increments between two configuration changes, each increment being of unit magnitude. As a result, finite-ensemble effects are smaller than those of the fluid net load, where, in our simulations, increments are added only at configuration changes and depend exponentially on the inter-event time.
VI. NON-MARKOV MODULATED POISSON PROCESS
Finally, and significantly, we generalize the two-phase model described in section V by assuming that the arrival rate of the Poisson process is modulated by a semiMarkov process. Here the distributions of the lengths of the phases 1 and 2 are non-exponential thus exacerbating temporal correlations. Our choice is to draw the duration of phases 1 and 2 from the Weibull distributions
with shape k and ratesα andβ, respectively. The rate parameters are chosen to bẽ
where Γ(x) is the Gamma function. This guarantees that each phase has the same mean duration as the process considered in the previous section and that the resulting modified arrival process converges to the same typical value (41) . Generally, for a non-Markov model such as the one described in this section, analytical progress is difficult; however the cloning method remains a powerful way to evaluate the EB and thus assess the QoS numerically. This is illustrated in figure 4 , where the EB functions for our semi-Markov modulated processes (non-dot markers in the figure) are compared to the standard MMPP case (which is obtained for k = 1). The figure also shows the analytical result for a (homogeneous) Poisson process with identical value of b, which clearly has very low effective bandwidth-adding a source of this type to the net load has little effect on the QoS. On increasing the value of k in the semi-Markov modulated process, the distributions of the durations become more peaked around their expected values, the traffic can be thought of as being more regular, and the effective bandwidth decreases (recall that s > 0 is the relevant case here). Similarly, broad phase-length distributions (obtained by decreasing the value of k) correspond to strong fluctuations and high EB.
As a demonstration, we target an exponential decay with specific exponent ξ for the net load and plot the EB Λ(ξ) as function of k in figure 5 . For a given service capacity c, the statistics of the arrival requests can be modified by changing k so that Λ(ξ) < c (shaded area in figure 5 ) in order to provide the desired asymptotic QoS whilst maintaining the mean arrival rate (34) . This type of modification is akin to the so-called "traffic shaping" [44] . As alluded to above, having more regular on and off periods lowers the EB, thus leaving resources available for other requests but still maintaining the mean trafficb. Being given a general way to obtain Λ(s) finally allows the use of criterion (29) to assess the asymptotic QoS. We see in figure 5 that, for c = 1.7, this simple toy model achieves a target exponent of ξ = 0.5 when k exceeds a value around 2. Arguably, similar considerations apply to more realistic models whose EBs can also be investigated by cloning; having a general numerical method to obtain Λ(s) finally allows the use of criterion (29) to assess the asymptotic QoS. 4 and N = 5 × 10 4 are reported (cross and dot markers, respectively) and suggest that finite-ensemble effects do not play a significant role, at least for k < 2.
VII. DISCUSSION
While physicists have been regarding the large deviation theory as an elegant way to formulate statistical mechanics, teletraffic engineers and operational researchers have been using large deviation results to estimate the likelihood that a demand in service overflows the available resources. A central role in teletraffic engineering is played by the effective bandwidth (EB) function Λ(s). This function facilitates the construction of a neat criterion to decide whether a promised "quality of service" can be maintained in finite time and in the long-time limit, despite the threat of disruptive rare events. In this paper, we reviewed the concept of EB, showing that the function Λ(s) can be thought of as a Helmholtz free energy and demonstrating that the cloning method, which has been developed in non-equilibrium statistical physics, is a general numerical scheme for the evaluation of Λ(s).
The notion of EB is based on comparing the incoming requests (forming the packet traffic) with a very idealised protocol to process them, i.e., deterministic service of constant rate c. This is easily demonstrated in the Markov fluid process, for which analytical and numerical solutions are shown to be in excellent agreement. Nevertheless, non-Markovian systems are among those that can benefit the most from tools to predict the probability of large deviation events as has been discussed, e.g., in recent physics literature [1, 7, 8, 25, 38, 47] . Hence, we focused on models from two classes of non-Markovian arrival processes (viz., the Markov and semi-Markov modulated Poisson processes) showing the extent to which the service request statistics affect the EB. Simulation results on simple on-off toy models show that having more regular on and off periods lowers the EB, thus leaving resources available for other requests.
One can conceive further augmentation of the standard Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) by replacing, e.g., the modulated Poisson process with a generalised birth-death process. This generalization has been used to model populations in randomly switching environments modulated by a Markov generator (see, e.g., [29] and references therein). The lowestorder approximation of modulated birth-death processes leads to the piecewise-deterministic Markov processes (PDMPs) [13] , which have also been recently shown to be appropriate for the natural sciences (where the underlying Markov process represents the extrinsic noise) [29, 37, 42, 51] . Such PDMPs are reminiscent of the Markov fluid of section IV, but more general than that, as the deterministic evolution between jumps can be non-linear. We believe that the cloning method and the EB can contribute to straightforwardly exploring these more complex processes upon defining the correct cloning factor, with exponent given by an increment Θ n which is nonlinear in τ . It is also worth mentioning that a nonequilibrium statistical mechanics of PDMPs has been presented in references [12, 19] .
Despite the fact that the specialised literature is rich in exact solutions (mainly for Markov processes, see, e.g., [6, 32, 36, 45, 50] and references therein), a systematic and general numerical scheme to compute the EB function Λ(s) may be of practical interest. In this contribution we have argued that the cloning method of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics provides such a scheme and, significantly, can also be applied to non-Markovian processes. In fact realistic traffic models often incorporate memory as they convey the patterns of human dynamics, which are non-Markovian [3, 28] . Hence, there is potentially much more that could be done in terms of actual applications, such as in the validation of traffic protocols and beyond.
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